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RIPOD
Construction on Vernon
Street Dorm Begins Soon
by Bill Detwiler
News Staff Writer
Construction of a new dormitory
and student center at the north end
of the Trinity campus is scheduled
to begin in approximately three
weeks, according to an administration source. Groundbreaking was
originally scheduled for August 1,
but had to be postponed so that
building plans could be finished.
The complex will be located on
Vernon Street between the Psi
Upsilon fraternity house and the
English Department building. The
Trustees have decided to leave the
lower part of this area open to preserve the view of the Chapel from
Vernon Street. The administration
expects the project will be completed prior to the spring semester
of 1988.
The 44,000 square foot dormitory will accommodate 131 students and 4 resident assistants.
According to Robert Pedemonti,
Vice President for Finance and
Treasurer, the new complex will
lessen overcrowding found in oncampus housing. The three-story
dormitory will contain suites with
four bedrooms off a common living
room as well as single occupant
rooms. In addition, theadinimstra :
-tkm lias no intention of enlarging
the student body once this new

space is available.
A small social center will be located in a separate, double-level
building adjacent to the new dormitory. The 11,000 square foot
building- will have an upper level
balcony and a partial basement. It
will also contain a snack bar, food
service facilities, and a larger room
which may be used for lectures,
banquets, and other campus social
events.
"This new student center will
provide an important link between
the dorms north of Vernon Street
and the more centrally located dormitories," Pedemonti said.
"The administration feels that
residences at the north end of the
campus are somewhat isolated
from the main campus," he continued, "one purpose of this new
building is to eliminate this problem.
The new dormitory and social
center will be financed through a
six million dollar bond issue which
the college has arranged through
the Connecticut Health and Educational Authority.
The project is being designed by
the Farmington-based architectural firm, Russell, Gibson, von
Dohlen,the same firm which designed the four million dollar renovaton of Mather Campus Center
in 1984.

Joe Tolliver, Assistant Dean of
Student Life, has resigned to
become the Dean of Students at Manhattanville College in Purchase,
NY.

Dean Tolliver Resigns, Search
Begins for Replacement
by Kevin Scollan
Assistant News Editor

Joe Tolliver, former Assistant
Dean of Students at Trinity, has
accepted a deanship at Manhattanville College in Purchase, New
York. As of September 1, 198(5, he
assumed the role of acting Dean of
Students at this college.
The void left by Dean Tolliver's
absence is temporarily being filled
by Choong Lan How. Ms. How,
who has a Master's Degree from
the University of Hawaii, is experienced in the fields of both teaching and counselling. -She will
continue as Assistant Dean until
the close of the first semester.

"In the meantime, we will start
a national search for a successor
to Joe," said Dean Winer. "If we
find someone for second term, fine
— if we don't, and if Choong
agrees, we will keep her for another term."
The general consensus of students and faculty alike is that Dean
Tolliver's absence will be sorely
felt. One student leader noted,
"We're losing more than just an
administrator — we're losing a
friend. He (Tolliver) knew just the
right things to say, and he really
-••-ed."

Joe had an extraordinary style
with the undergraduates at Trinity," said Dean Winer. "He will
certainly be missed by the students, as well as by me."

Photos by Meryl Levin

The tree stumps behind the soccer field indicate the location of Trinity's new dormitory.

Slimmer Work Mars Jessee Field
by Sean Dougherty and Gate
Harris
Staff Editors
Jessee Field, Trinity College's
football home, was renovated this
past summer, and despite many
improvements, one official involved in the project feels Trinity
is using the field before it is ready.
But the Athletic Department and
the Department of Buildings and
Grounds are satisfied that the field
is in good enough condition for the
team to use for all their home
games this season.
"The field has been a problem
since I came here in 1974," said
Rick Hazelton, Trinity's Athletic
Director. The problem, he said,
was the field's very poor drainage,
which led to numerous injuries
during last season. To improve the
drainage, 6 drain pipes were placed
length-wise under the field. This
involved stripping away 2 feet of
soil, the six pipes run into a main
pipe, running across the field, and
into the Hartford city sewage system. In addition, an 18 inch crown,
sloping from the sidelines to the
middle of the field, replaced the
formerly flat playing surface. Surface drainpipes were added to both
sidelines to further improve drainage.
The College contracted Close,
Jensen, and Millar, a firm of consulting engineers in Wethersfield,
to determine what changes were
necessary to improve the field's
condition. Their design was approved by Buildings and Grounds
who, in June, hired Kesslar Construction Company of Hartford to
resurface the field. It is a Kesslar
employee who raised doubts about
the readiness of the field.
The actual resurfacing of the
field involved the mixture of the
existing clay and a specified
amount; of .sand. By early August
the clay-sand mixture was placed
back onto the field and then
seeded. Siu-Chim Chan, the director of Buildings and Grounds, emphasized that an operation of this
type always results in at least some
ground sinkage, resulting in bare
spots. The sunken areas are continuously being re-seeded; an op-

eration that will continue beyond
the home opener, September 27.
Chan expects that all the bare
spots will be up to the quality of
the rest of the field by opening day.
It is the overall durability of the
field that remains in question.
"The new turf is more susceptable to tearing than in the past,"
Chan admitted, "and it could take
many growing seasons for the field
to match up to the tear-resistance
of the old turf." But Chan doesn't
believe that these conditions warrant re-locating any of the Bantam's four 1986 home games.
However the foreman from Kesslar Construction who worked on
the project, and asked not to be
identified, disagreed. "Trinity
should wait at least two, maybe
three seasons before playing on the
field. We did what they told us to

do according to their specifications."
"In my personal opinion," he
concluded, "they're going to rip
the field apart. When they ruin it,
we won't fix it."
The Kesslar employee further
stated that the project should definitely have been started in the
spring. Chan feels that by re-seeding during the season the turf
problem can be controlled, and
within 3 seasons the grass on the
field will be rooted as deeply as the
grass that was uprooted in June.
While both Hazelton and Chan
expressed certainty that all four
Bantam home games will be played
at Jessee Field, Saturday's BlueGold intrasquad scrimmage was
moved to Dillon Stadium. The status of the team's Junior Varsity
home games remain in question.

INSIDE:
A Look at the Leaders oftheSGA
Bantam Football Preview
Parking Changes Raise Debate
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Wednesday
Attention, all
you closet Casanovas! The Italian
Table, a group of students who
study Italian and are interested in
good cconversation, will be activated again this year beginning on
Wednesday, September 10, at 6:00
PM in Saga. Brush off your Latin
accents and come join us!
The Trinity Legislative Internship Program will begin its fall semester with an informational
meeting on Wednesday at 4:00 PM
in Alumni Lounge. Professor
Reilly, who is the director of the
program,., will head the meeting
andd application" forms are available from him as well as from the
secretary of the"Political Science
Department; Mrs. Elaine Garrahy.
The application deadline is
Wednesday, October 15.

Thursday
The role that women
play in the success and growth of
the Hartford insurance companies
will be explored in a lunch time lecture at the Great Hall of the Old
State House. The lecture entitled
Women in Hartford's Insurance
Industry, 1900-1950 will be given
by Ms. Tracey M. Wilson and is
scheduled from 12:00 PM to 12:45
PM on September 11. For more
information, please call the Old
State House

Want a forum in which to share
your ideas on religon and learn
about those of other? Try Christian Fellowship! A group of people
interested in developing faith and
helping others over the rough;
times, the Fellowship meets every
week on Friday at 7:00 PM in Sea-'
bury 19. This week's meeting will
feature guest lecturer Russell
Weatherspoon,
professor at
Stonybrook Prep School

Saturday
Trinity Christian Fellowship is sponsoring a rockclimbing trip for students interested in
the Fellowship. The trip, which will
be a unique opportunity for underclassmen to meet Fellowship members and see what we are all about,
will be from approximstely 7:00
AM to 7:00 PM. Students are
asked for $10.00 apiece to cover
expenses as well as extra money
for a pizza dinner on the way back
to Trinity. If interested, call Mark
at 246-4052 or Geoff at 527-0085.

A limited number of preliminary
;udent directories will be avaii}le from Thursday, September
I, at the Front Desk for $1.00.

The Vermont acting duo
of Gould and Stearns will perform
a piece entitled A Peasant of El
Salvador on September 12 at 8:00
PM in Goodwin Theatre. Ticket
cost is $8.00 for the general public
and $5.00 for students and senior
citizens. For tickets, phone the box
office at 527-8062.
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Jim Jeffers is a prisoner in Arizona State Prison and is currently
on death row. He is interested in
corresponding with Trinity undergrads as a means of sharing ideas
and experiences. If interested,
write to: Jeff in care of Box B• 38604, Florence, Arizona 85232.
Complimentary copies of The
Black Collegian magazine are
now available at the Student Activities office. The September/October issue features an in-depth
look at what will be the profitable
careers of the 1990s.

BLOOM COUNTY

Cinestudio
For Your
Information

Friday

v

Want a way to fill those lonely
hours? Join Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Central Connecticut and
help others while helping yourself.
For more information, call Big
Brothers/Big Sisters at 223-9291
or 583-9225.
The Security Office has announced openings for Dispatchers,
Escort Drivers, and Moniters. Pay
rates begin at $3.75 to $4.00. Interested students should apply to
the Security Office.
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Sunday through Tuesday:
Ginger and Fred (PG-13) 126 minutes
Wednesday through Saturday:
Stardust Memories (PG) 89 minutes
Hannah and her Sisters (PG-13)
107 minutes
. ' • . . .

ST.GEORGE'S UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
CiRENADA. WEST INDIES

TOMORROW: ...
„, „
'P6ALIN6 WITHWRIM'S PCOCK"

St. George's University School of Medicine, with more than 1050 graduates licensed
in 33 states, offers a rigorous, nine-semester program leading to the degree of
Doctor of Medicine.
In January 1985. The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report which ranked St George's number one of all major foreign medical
schools in the initial pass rate on the ECFMG Exam.
70 medical schools in the United States have accepted over 630 St. George's
students with advanced standing.
St. George's has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in
New Jersey subject to regulations of the State Board of Examiners.
A Loan Program for Entering Students has been instituted for a limited number
of qualified applicants.
For information, please contact the Office of Admissions:
St. George's University School of Medicine
'; The Foreign Medical School Services Corporation
One East Main Street, Bay Shore, N.Y. 11706, Dept. C-2
(516) 665-8500

i

THE DKE
SEMINORMAL
DON'T MISS OUR FIRST
OPEN PARTY OF THE YEAR
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
10:00-2:00 THE CAVE

I.D. REQUIRED

$3.00 DONATION

ALTERNATE BEVERAGE SERVED

Trinity Lambda
Welcomes returning undergraduates,
new students and. the Class of '90!
All Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual students are
invited to join us for Pizza and,..
Date:
Place:

Friday, September 26, 7 p.m.
Nearby off-campus apartment

Write Trinity Lambda, Box 6651,
Hartford, CT 06106 for address,
map and details
(Use U.S. mail, not College Mail!)
We support your lifestyle and respect
your privacy.
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Summer Renovations
commended for their attempts to
keep everybody happy.''
Other students found faults in
the new dormitory, including: a
As David Byrne might say, "And yet-to-be-installed laundry room,
you might ask yourself, my
lack of hot water for part of the
God...what have I done?" Yes, Lit- building, unfinished bathrooms,
tle has undergone renovation this
sloppy painting, and the only parsummer going from a condemned
tial installation of phone service.
hovel to a pink luxury palace.
One freshman, Fernando GutierThe Little dormitory on Cres- rez, in complaining about the
cent Street has been virtually re- building, noted, "There is dirt and
constructed and is just beginning
sawdust throughout the halls and
of a plan to improve the housing in
the student lounges are being ocan area once known as the "soph- cupied. Since our rooms are so
omore slums." The dorm, which
small, those lounges are really
formerly resembled the other
needed."
Crescent Street dorms, Frohman,
Students have also complained
Wiggins, and Robb, is now covered
about the noise made by the workwith a pink stucco exterior. The
men who begin at 7:30 in the
rooms have been transformed from
morning "yelling orders to each
quads with living rooms and priother." The newly installed furnivate baths to small singles and
ture composed of a small closet and
doubles.
desk topped with a bed were well
While the basic construction of
liked by students although they
the dorm now complete and is fully
lack desk drawers and the storage
occupied, there are still several de- space is limited.
tails that need to be completed. For
Little's reconstruction is just
the students who are living in Lit- part of the plan for the creation of
tle, they have been subject to many
Crescent Village. This plan, enviinconveniences over the past two
sioned by Tai Soo Kim of Tai Soo
weeks. But the Director of Resi- Kim Associates, Hartford, will indential Services, Kristina B. Dow, volve a similar reconstruction of
says "the reaction to the renova- the Robb and Frohman dorrns and
tion of Little has been generally
the joining of one to the other crepositive."
ating a larger dormititory. AccordBut many students disagree. ing Sui-Chim Chan, Director of
Among them is Andrew Rougier- Buildings and Grounds, the construction should start in January
Chapman, a junior, who comments
and proceed through mid-July or
that the circular hall design couat least before the start of school
pled with the abscence of carpetin the fall. Project budgets can not
ing makes hall noise more
be estimated at this time as the the
apparent. He did say, however,
design is not finalized. Later on,
"the R.A.'s in Little should be

COMIC STKIPOFA setttovs miws MOCK*

Wiggins may be considered for
renovations. According to Dow,
there have been no plans for the
renovation of the other Crescent
Street dorms, Anadarna, Stowe
and Clemens.

by Judy Sandford
Assistant News Editor

Wheaton Infirmary Construction
also behind schedule
This summer, the medical offices
in Wheaton were also overhauled.
Construction was due to be completed by the start of this semester, but this project is also past
deadline. Jan Curtis, one of Trinity's Nurse Practitioners described
the resconstruetion. Although the
area will be expanded, the actual
floor space will be less than before.
The new offices will contain two
examination rooms, two patient
rooms, a lab, a bathroom, a nurse
station, storage space and a new
waiting room. Curtis believes the
new layout will increase efficiency
and privacy significantly. Before
the construction, the offices were
"makeshift."
Unfortunately for students, construction will cause inconveniences until the proposed finish on
September IS. If there are more
than three students waiting to be
seen at one time, the wait will be
long. Female students who need
gynecological appointments are
being asked to wait for a month
until the offices are completed.
Those students already on birth

BLOOM COUNTY
tsy Berke Breathed

control will have their preseriptions extended until they can be
seen by appointment. Curtis did

comment that "workers on the
project have been extremely cooperative throughout the project."

Welcome to school.
Here are your meal tickets
7

I

ALL YOU C A N EAT j
SALAD BUFFET$2.59 J
11 A.M.-4 P.M. Mon.-Sat.
Includes our Hot Spot*1 with all the
fresh fruit, vegetables and hot soup
you can eat. And much more.

PONDEROSA
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At participating steakhouses.
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Now that you're back at school, get on the Ponderosa meal plan.
We're serving big, delicious meals at prices that fit your budget.

Windsor
590 Windsor Avenue
(in Windsor
Shopping Center)

Hartford
On Prospect Avenue
v (one block north of King's)

PONDEROSA
\

~
.©1986 Ponderosa, Inc.
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Parking
by Phil Robertson
News Editor
What is black, has no potholes,
no parking spaces, and is cruised
constantly back and forth, back
and forth by Trinity students at a
speed of 15 m.p.h.? Summit Street,
of course, where returning students are experiencing first hand
the parking crunch caused by the
loss of over 200 parking spaces to
the city of Hartford's long-awaited
repaving of Summit this summer.
While it is easy to find complaints
about the situation from faculty,
staff, and students, opinions vary
widely about the extent of the
problem and potential solutions. .
From the outset, the parking
problem is clouded by the fact that
neither the administration nor security is sure exactly how many
cars are on campus. Director of
Security Janiece Stewart blames
many factors for this uncertainty,
including student unwillingness to
pay the $30 registration fee, failure to 'guest register' weekend
visitors, and "a general disregard
for security notification rules;"
The college administration uses an
on-campus car figure of 2000, but
Vice President Thomas A. Smith
likens to "picking a conveniently
round number."
What is certain: The Summit St.
reconstruction has reduced available parking on that street to 96
spaces. Among those hardest hit
are students living in the quad area
and commuting students who now
have to plan extra time in their
morning to search for a 'conveniently close' spot. From the tone
and frequency of comments heard
in the Cave, it is obvious that the
students already consider parking
a major crisis.

St$l&ffi*2%:%/

Crunch
The college administration
agrees there is a parking problem,
but views it as being less extreme.
Vice President Smith referred to
the Ferris Sports Center as an under-utilized lot. Both he and Stewart
claim to have seen up to
50 available spaces there on many
weekday afternoons last week.
Smith says "the 810 spaces we
currently have are enough at the
moment." He acknowledged his
opinion is probably unpopular with
students, but stressed "what people have to realize is that school
parking spaces on an urban campus are a luxury."
Nonetheless, the administration
is not sitting still on the parking
issue. Smith pointed out that the
college is building parking behind
the football field to alleviate the
Summit Street and Admissions/
Visitors lot crowding The school is
accepting bids from area contractors to build a lot that, Smith explained, would have "close to 200
parking spaces, depending on the
prices we receive. All in all, it
should replace the spots we lost on
Summit Street."
The administration hopes for
groundbreaking by mid-October,
but that schedule depends on the
bid-taking process.
After talking to students on
campus, many expressed concern
over security for the proposed new
lot, but Smith said "that's exactly
what we have the security escort
service for."
The college went ahead with the
decision for the new lot when other
possible measures "would not guarantee adequate parking in the long
run. One of the more popular options among students and staff is
prohibiting freshmen from registering cars on campus.The administration, however, had already

Conn PIRG

sir

concluded the rule was unenforceable.
Betty Ann Cox, Director of External Affairs, noted nothing could
stop freshmen from parking on
Hartford streets, or getting an upperclassman to register the car for
them. Vice President Smith added,
"with only 80 to 90 freshman cars
on campus in any given year, the
rule would only generate extra
work for security and outweigh
any positive effects it might have
on parking congestion."
With no consensus on the seriousness of the parking shortage,
security is reacting as it has in past
years. Meanwhile, many students
have taken to parking in any convenient spot (illegal or not) they
can find. As a result, the security
office is being swamped by phone

the one that will bo. attached to a
tow truck, that should keep parking more orderly, Stewart assorts.
She is adamant that ".security will
be clamping down as parking habits continue to become more outrageous. Cars that are found
blocking other cars or are parked
in handicapped spots and fire lanes
will be Lowed immediately, without,
warning."

calls from irate faculty and college
staff unable to park in their reserved lots behind the library, Jarvis, and the Life Science Center,
The over 50 student cars ticketed
in faculty lots between 8:00 and
9:30 Wednesday morning last
week is an early indication of this
trend, Security Director Stewart
said.
Security, faced with unprecedented levels of crowding in certain lots, will enforce payment of
these tickets which, in the past,
has often been allowed to wait until later in the semester. The restricted faculty parking between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays will still
be monitored and all student offenders ticketed, as in the past.
It is the new hook to the ,rules,

A towing list will also be instituted for all cars receiving more
than four tickets. Stewart stressed
that inclusion on the list does not
mean "towing on sight"; rather,
only multiple repeat offenders will
be towed. She remains optimistic
that parking difficulties will be alleviated when students learn
where there are available spaces.

TRINITY
The Connecticut Public Interest
Research Group was established at
Trinity College in 1973 when students voted to establish ConnPIRG on campus and approved the
funding mechanism under which
ConnPIRG currently functions,
that is, a refundable fee.
The funding mechanism stipulates that an initial mandatory fee
of $3 per student, per semester is
allocated to ConnPIRG from the
student activities fee. Students
who dioose not to support
ConnPIRG may request a refund
the fifth week of each semester.
This funding mechanism remains
valid only more than 50% of the
student body does not request a refund and more than 50% of the
student body re-affirms majority
support for ConnPIRG in a referendum held every 2 years. (This is
the referendum which takes place
during SGA elections next Monday)
, This funding mehcanism was
originally contracted between
ConnPIRG and the SGA in 1973
and renewed each year until 1981.
In the fall of 1981, the SGA voted
to take away ConnPIRG's refundable fee mechanism and put their
funding in the hands of the SGA
Budget Committee. ConnPIRG
barely functioned under these
funding restraints, until 1984 when
the Budget Committee voted to cut
ConnPIRG's budget by 2/5ths. It
was not until the Spring of 1985
that Trinity — ConnPIRG students were able to overcome SGA
Budget Committee polities, reassert the wish of a majority of Trinity students, and win back the
fundable fee mechanism. That fall
SGA approved ConnPIRG's original contract with, only minor alterations.
Many students question why
Trinity-ConnPIRG has to be
funded this way which is so different from other clubs on campus.
The answer is that ConnPIRG is

not a campus club, but is rather a
statewide, multi-campus, studentrun organization. Students find
that when they pool their resources, they are able to hire organizers, lobbyists and researchers
who give technical expertise to
student issue committees and who
maintain continuel effectiveness of
the organization from year to year.
Without the funds, ConnPIRG
could also not offer the sound academic credit Internship Program
it currently maintains.
The money also funds ConnPIRG's educational publications,
ie. the Channel, The Student
Voice, day to day campus expenses
and educational events.
Many students wonder why students do not just donate money if
they want to support a PIRG. Stablie [sic] funding is the critical key •
to the continuity and growth of any
organization. If ConnPIRG collected funds through donations,
they would spend a majority of
their time, resources and energy
on fundraising. As it is they spend
their time fundraising for hunger
and running other projects and issue campaigns.
Trinity-ConnPIRG students are
not blind, however. When they decided to form a PIRG chapter on
their campus, they knew that the
issues they worked on might not
be supported by everyone on campus. So, unlike any other club on
campus which gets its money from
the Activities Fee, students set up
the "refundable fee" to allow students a democratic choice of
whether or not to support the
PIRG.
In addition to offering refunds,
Trinity-ConnPIRG is also held accountable to the campus community
by
an
Affirmation
Referendum which must be held
two years.
On September 15th, between 9
am and 5 pm in the Cave, Trinity
students will be able to participate
in this referendum, '
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Heads are Looking Tough
by David Rubinger
Editor-in-Chief
When you first meet Tyler Vartenigian and Nani Marchand, you
realize that they are totally immersed in their work. Our interview was to begin at 4:00 PM, but
the two couldn't keep from talking
business. Serving as the chief officers of the Student Government
Association is a full time job. It is
enough of a challenge serving as
the leaders of all student social and
academic activity, but to make
problems worse, these leaders took
over a government with the chips
stacked against them.
Tyler and Nani, both seniors,
have many overwhelming responsibilities. First and foi-emost, they
supervise the activity of all student groups. Among these duties
are approving budgets, constitutions, and any other official documents a group may need to be
recognized by the College. Beyond
that, they head up the SGA, an
elected body of some 50 students.
The SGA breaks down into many
commitees that interact with the
administration and the faculty in
implementing college policy. Elections for the members of this years'
SGA will be held September 15.
Until then, Tyler, the SGA President, and Nani, the Vice President, are trying to rebuild the SGA
to make it into an organized, hardworking, organization that serves
the students to its best ability.
In the SGA elections held last
Spring, Tyler and Nani won their
posts with different running partners. The split ticket has made for
two officers with extremely varied
backgrounds. Vartenigian," a native of Norwich, CT, is most visible
at Saga, where he is also a student
manager. He has also played baseball for Trinity the past three
years. Tyler, an English major, has
not decided exactly what he will be
doing after graduation, but he did
throw out the term "corporate
management" as a possibility.
Marchand, who makes her home
in Puerto Rico, where she attended the Academia San Jose, an
all-girls Catholic school, worked
last year as an R.A, Next year,
Nani is planning on attending law
school and with her political science degree, wants to enter the
field of international law. In addition to being the vice president,
Nani will also be a senior interviewer for the admissions department, just one more thing that will
further cut into her time.
Despite their diverse backgrounds, Tyler and Nani have a
fantastic working relationship.
During our interview, they were
constantly joking with each other,
but when it comes down to the

SGA, the two are all business.
The biggest challenge for the
SGA
leaders
is
rebuilding... Vartenigian and Marchand
arrived early at Trinity only to find
the SGA office was in total disarray. "There are budgets and constitutions missing, and we are
basically having to start from
scratch," Vartenigian said. "At
least it gives us the opportunity to
start fresh, and re-build the SGA."
All this rebuilding comes with
the assistance of Joanne Pulver,
the Dean of Student Activities, but
without the helping hand of the
now departed Dean Joe Tolliver.
When Tyler and Nani returned
to Trinity late in August, they were
surprised to find out the news of
Tolliver's exit. Tolliver was planning to work very closely with the
SGA, but his appointment to Dean
of Students at Manhattanville College (see article, page 1) caught
the two by surprise.
Not being the types to panic,
though, Tyler and Nani are taking
the SGA challenge head-on, and
the campus will be hearing a lot
from them. While the SGA will
probably flourish this year under
their leadership, their grades are
the major sacrifices: "We just want
to get through this semester and
pass all our courses!"
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QUESTION #1.

WHAT IS THE RIGHT CHOKE
FOR MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS?
a) AT&T—for everyday discounts of 4 0 % t o over
5 0 % off w e e k d a y rates on out-of-state calls.
b) Short bursts of intense study followed by
hours of frantic parrying.
c) AT&T—for exceptional value and high quality
service.

AT&T—for collect, third-party and operatorassisted long distance calls.
e) Any class that does not conflict with "The Love
Connection'.'
If you picked A, C and D, you're destined for great things.
Like AT&T Long Distance Service. A W offers so many terrific
values. Like a 40% to over 50% discount off our day rate on night,
evening, and weekend out-of-state calls.
Imagine what you'll do with the money you could save.
Imagine what your parents would do if they found out.
Of course, you can count on AT&T for clear long distance
connections any place you call. And AT&T gives you
immediate credit for wrong numbers.
• "•*
To find out more about why you
should choose AT&T, give us a call.
And if you picked B and E, call anyway. You could probably use someone
to talk to.
Call toll-free today, at
1800 222-0300.

Remember family
or friends with
Special Occasion,
Get Well or
Memorial cards.

AT&T

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

DDLDR

The right choice.
© 1986 AT&T
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RTS& ENTERTAINMENT
MOVIES
CINEMA CITY, Brainard Rd. and 1-91, Hartford
She's Gotta Have It — 1:45, 3:50, 7:30, 9:50
A Great Wall — 2:00, 4:15, 7:15, 9:40
Mona Lisa — 4:00, 9:20
Nothing In Common — 1:15, 3:40, 6:50, 9:30
Room With A View — 1:30, 7:00

Trinity College Presents Lighthouse

stationary human sculpture; at the
next they were flying seagulls.
Mingling, supporting one another,
leaving, at times running playThe audience took the stage and
fully, the performers portrayed
the performers used the entire
both the feeling of loneliness and
S H O W C A S E C I N E M A S , Silver Lane, E. Hartford
the formation of friendships. Their
No Retreat, No Surrender — 12:35, 2:35, 4:35, 7:45, 9:55, 11:55 theatre in this weekend's perforactions eventually led into a dramance of Lighthouse, which
Extremities — 1:30, 3:20, 5:10, 7:10, 9:20, 11:35
matic representation of brewing
proved to be a very different night
Ruthless People — 1:10, 3:05, 5:05, 7:35, 9:50, 11:50
tension, jealousy, and anger. A
of theatre.
The Fly — 12:30, 2:30, 4:30, 7:20, 9:30, 11:25
storm, a foghorn and frightening
I
took
my
place
in
the
audience
Stand By Me — 1:15, 3:10, 5:00, 7:40, 10:00, 11:50
music helped set the scene.
of about eighty seated on the stage
Aliens — 1:00, 4:00, 7:00, 9:35, 12:05
of Goodwin Theatre. Out of total
However, the intense feelings
Texas Chainsaw Massacre, II — 2:45, 4:45, 9:30, 11:30
darkness and silence, a narrative
and passionate emotions preBack to School — 12:50, 2:50, 4:55, 7:25, 9:25, 11:40
about a solitary man by the sea sented earlier could not last forShanghai Surprise — 12:45, 7:15
developed; from the back rows of
ever without succumbing to the
melancholy
feelings symbolic of old
the
seats
facing
the
stage,
four
ELM 1-2, *Admission $2.00
age and eventual death. The dandancers came forth smoothly as if
Karate Kid II
cers did not need to speak in order
they were riding waves.
Heartburn
to convey their idea; alt was made
Reaching the stage, the four
clear with visual effects and acdancers, apparent strangers, beEASTWOOD P U B & C I N E M A , 1022 Main St., E. Hartford
cented by occasional narrative
gan
to
speak.
They
expressed
the
About Last Night — 7:30 Mon.-Thurs.
song.
need for a "voice"- a sound that
all could hear from miles around.
Light, the unifying theme
CINESTUDIO
Accompanied by cello, piano, and
throughout the piece, was as powWed.-Sat.
synthesizer, they began to move
erful an artistic tool as the score
Stardust Memories — 7:30
into a slow, balanced, and graceful
and choreography. Whether preHannah and Her Sisters — 9:15
dance that evoked many different
sented as a bulb swinging like a
Sun.-Tues.
moods and thoughts. The dancers
pendulum or flashlights held in the
Dream Child — 7:30
would at one moment resemble
hands of the dancers, light supple49th Parallel — 9:20
by Dana Skinger
Staff Writer

$IZPFURfmH6
HORROR OF WIWedSlHb Y
COMIC STRIP'f&flP'BEFORB
rUBLICfflON"

mented each scene's mood, reminding the audience of the
unifying force bringing all people
together.
Lighthouse was choreographed
and directed by Judy Dworin of
the Trinity Theatre and Dance Department. Performers were: Dudley Brooks, Allison Friday, Kathy
Gersten, Nusha Martynuk, Carter
McAdams, Sherry Stidolph and
Eugene Warner.who is also the Set
and Lighting Designer. Music was
supplied by Andre Gribou at the
keyboard and Emily Metealf on
cello. Assistant Lighting Designer
Sonia Plumb, Kerry O'Keefe, and
Alison Friday are graduates of
Trinity College.
The overall effect of Lighthouse
was uniquely thought-provoking
and almost hypnotic. As the lights
dimmed and the performers retreated, a sense of inspiration filled
the audience. Lighthouse proved
to be an artistic event as unique
and powerful as the emotions it
stirred in the individuals who experienced it.
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Fri. Sept. 12: "A Peasant of El Salvador," Goodwin Theatre - Austin Arts Center,- 8:00 p.m.
Tues. Sept. 16: Old Cave to New Wave lecture series, "Prehistory and Egypt,Wadsworth Atheneum: 11:00 a.m.

'!Wmi

Wed. Sept. 17: • i alK.n« D,urr,

toW

Hal, - Austin Arts Center, 12:30 p.m.

Sat. Sept. 20: "Mom,*.- Goo'..wn Theatre - Austin Arts Center; 8 p.m.
Sun. Sept. 21: Mrmy Chamber Player* Hamlln Hall; 3 p.m.
Tues. Sept. 23: Old Cave lo New Wave Lecture Series, "Ancient Greece,"
Wadswcrth Atheneum 11 00 a m.
.
., o «... nhad Naharln "Informance," Seabury 47; 7:30 p.m.
Thurs. Sept. 25: Dance- Studio S»nrs - cmaa wano
H,,rw orrhestra — Piano Soloist Horacio Gutierrez,
Fri. & Sat. Sept. 26, 27: HartlonJ Svrrphony Orchestra
Biibhnell Memorial Hall
Fri Sep.. 26 (-Oct. 12): Th.ater W o " « - " A " E « n f * - o ( W o t Plays/" Avery Theatre,
WaJswnrth Atheneum
Performance Times: Thurs -Sat 8 p.m ; Sun 7:3P. p.m.,,,
Tues. Sept. 30: Old Cave to New Wave Lecture Series,/'Ancient Rome,- Wad&worth Atheneum 11 00 a m.

SCAVENGER
HUNT
Saturday, Sept. 13tin
Washington Room
Registration from 6:30-7 p.m.
"The Hunt" from 7-9 p.m.
5 people per group, pre-register
during dinner this week.
Sponsored by the Quad RC/A's
1st Prize — Dinner at the
Brownstone for B ($125)
Refreshments!

in

W

The First Annual Trinity College

(Aug. 15) _ Sept. 12: Mark Brown/Susan Boss Exhibit, Real Art Ways, 94 Allyn St. Htfd.
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Editorial
TRINITY TRIPOD

The ConnPIRG
No Issue

Referendum

The ConnPIRG Affirmation Referendum on the ballot
in next week's Student Government Association elections
once again brings ConnPIRG, a student activity, to the
forefront of Student Government discussion. Yes,
ConnPIRG is a student activity, despite the past SGA
ruling that ConnPIRG is not like other activities because
it supports a paid advisor and offers an internship. For
most of the students who are active in the public interest
group's many branches, it is like any other activity, a
chance to broaden his or her interests beyond the classroom.
Because of the group's awkward standing within the
SGA, ConnPIRG receives its funding on a voluntary student basis: A $3 fee per student is given to ConnPIRG
for them to carry on as an active group. The referendum
allows the students of Trinity to choose whether they
want their money to help ConnPIRG stay a part of Trinity.
If 50% of the voting students veto the affirmation, then,
ConnPIRG will lose its financial support from the college
and all but cease to exist at Trinity.
Whether you believe in the work of ConnPIRG is not
an issue. If a student group with a large membership
iike ConnPIRG is denied funding on technicalities, the
college's reason for supporting student activities is surely
to be questioned.
Before voting on the ConnPIRG issue next week, take
the time to learn about the activities of the group, and
make an educated decision. There is no issue in the
referendum. ConnPIRG is student activity, it is like any
student organization, and deserves the financial support
to survive.

ETTERS
A

Word

on

Dear Students,
When I graduated from Trinity
over one year ago, I felt that I
knew what kind of teaching styles
I preferred. Discussions led by an
insightful professor, demanding
classes where students were encouraged to think actively and
speak their mind, and experiences
where students were able to pursue , their personal interests were
all modes of learning which I found
most invigorating and satisfying.
The Tripod joins the rest of the Trinity community in However, this letter is not so much
about me as you.
saying farewell to a tremendous administrator and good
I have recently spent several
friend, Joe Tolliver. In his three years at Trinity as Asmonths in Taipei, Taiwan in the
sistant Dean of Student Life, Dean Tolliver helped nu- Republic of China teaching Engmerous groups and individual students grow. He lish to college-age students. Sevcontributed an important dimension what is meant in eral patterns regarding the
the words "to teach." We wish him the best of luck in educational system have emerged
the future. His presence won't be quickly forgotten for in my discussions with my students. Largely, for there are althose who worked with him.
ways exceptions, the teachers in
the educational system do not ask
questions of students. They lecture to them. Students are not
asked to explore their own ideas in
the form of papers or discussions.
Their studies revolve largely
around the sole issue of taking exEditor-in-Chief
ams. In sum, they are not encourDavidMuhmger

Good Bye, Dean Tolliver

New/Editoi
Phil Rqb'frtst

aged to be creative or develop their
own opinions. However, this is not
about the weaknesses in the system here, but, about the strengths
of the educational system at Trinity.
What prompted me to write this
letter was the hope that some
pseudo-parental advice might be
well heeded by those still at Trinity. Take full advantage of those
active experiences, those opportunities to think, to speak, to. express your own ideas and not juat
those of your professors or government. We take many freedoms
for granted and the one I am most
concerned about here is the freedom and responsibility to engage
your mind as you wish. Discover
your own ideas, ideologies, and political beliefs, rather than accept
blindly what is given as "truth."
Question, question, and question
again. The responsibility of each
individual to utilize self expression
concurently augments one's power
to think freely. Engage your mind
for many people are not allowed
such luxury.
Michael Jacobson '85
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OP-ED

An Open Letter To The Trinity
Student Body:
Monday, September 15th is a
very important day for all Trinity
students, freshmen and uppeiclassmen alike. It's a big day, first,
of all, because of the SGA Eloctions, but, just as important to the
Trinity community is the ConnPIRG Affirmation Referendum.
On that Monday, Trinity College
will have the opportunity to affirm
their appreciation and support of
a long-time student organization
here on campus which has steadily
increased its visibility and contribution it makes to our campus
community, the state of Connecticut, and the country.
A YES VOTE for ConnPIRG on
Monday will show your support
for:
* the $3 student per semester refundable funding mechanism which
now funds our Trinity chapter of
ConnPIRG. With this funding,
ConnPIRG is able to run a huge
program of volunteer and intership opportunities for everyone at
Trinity. With these funds, TrinityConnPIRG also is able to hire a
full-time professional staff person
to run an academically sound internship program.
* the organizing, research, and advocacy ConnPIRG does on issues
as important as hunger, the environment, higher education, and
consumer protection.
Don't forget, VOTE YES for
ConnPIRG...
Faculty & Clubs
Nani Marchand, SGA Vice-President Stephen Valocchi, Sociology
Maurice Wade, Philosophy Martha
Lay, TWO Michelle Allard, TCAC
Mark Summaruga/Mary Beth
Long, Democratic Club Susanne
Hupfer, Engineering and Computing Society Scott Evoy, TAAP Jeff
Baskies, Hillel Diane Zannoni,
Economics Bridget McCormack,
Community Outreach Geoff Simpson, Christian Fellowship David
Levy, The Forum Laura Martin,
Dance Club Mary Sabatini,
Cheerleader Kimberly DiTallo,
SWE Juan Salichs, La Vos Latina Geoff Bowen, AIESEC Julianne O'Gara, Anti-Apartheid
Ken Thomas, Investment Club
Jim O'Loughlin, PSA John Lee,
ASIA

Stash
your trash*

L
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JOIN THE TRINITY TRIPOD STAFF
WE'RE LOOKING FOR WRITERS,
COPY EDITORS, ADVERTISING AND
BUSINESS STAFF, PRODUCTION
STAFF, AND PHOTOGRAPHERS.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
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EATURES
Feature Focus
It's probably small consolation
for freshmen to know that a few
of us upperclassmen remember
what it's like to be in their proverbial moccasins. Heck, one or two
of us even sympathize.
While watching the glazed
expressions and wan smiles worn
during that very first day, I found
myself reliving what for me was
something like an acid trip run
amok or the emotional equivalent

of being pushed down in a mud
puddle, then being kicked repeatedly in the head with a steel-toed
boot. Okay, I'm being overly dramatic, but it certainly wasn't fun.
So, recalling my own abject misery, it was not difficult to make
the connection between myself and
others. To simplify, I could easily
identify with them.
But what's a fella to.do? Here I
was with all this sympathy just.

oozing from my very soul, unable
to find a proper mode of expression. Should I hug every neurotic
soul I happen upon and declare, "I
care!" with the sincerity of a Resident Assistant? (Editor's Note:
This last reference is not meant to
disparage RA 's or their fine program,.)
Well I'm sure you can appreciate
the quandry I was in. Not to mention the stinking cesspool of mis-

Sf you are in favor of:
** Working to end local and world hunger,
Protecting the Environment,
** Defending Student and Consumer Rights,
** Students Working in the Real WorSd
through internships,

Then you support
Trinity«C0iiii PIRGIII
VOTE YES TO KEEP CONNPIRG
AT TRINITY —
SEPT. 15 f 9s00 a.m. to ••5:00 p.m.
in the Cave
Referendum takes place during the normal SGA Elections. A
VOTE YES is a vote in support of the $3 per student per
emester fee which keeps Trinity-ConnPIRG going. ConnPIRG
is a statewide, multi-campus, student run research and
advocacy organization which offers volunteer and academic
credit opportunities to work on the issues mentioned above.

begotten misanthropism and a lot
of other misses (pronounced
mizzes) I was floundering in. Sorry
about the rhetorical digression,
blame it on my handy thesaurus.
Or Reagan, he's to blame for a long
list of things including the degeneration of Western Civilization.
Blah, blah, blah etc.
Anyway, somewhere between
the cesspool and Western Civilization, I had an inspiration. Why
couldn't I masquerade as an incredible loser — as hard as that
might be — and interact with some
living, breathing freshmen? This
would accomplish two things: one,
it would give them (freshmen insert "you" for "them") someone
pathetic to feel superior to, the importance of which I cannot overemphasize, and two, I could keep
myself slightly amused, the importance overemphasize either.
I dug out an old Lacoste shirt I
hadn't worn since I decided it was
cooler to dress like "some poor
waif out of a Horatio Alger book,"
as my mother would say. Add to
that a brand-spanking new pair of
L.L. Bean khakis and my cherubic
face and I had "prepared a face to
meet the faces one tends to meet
with a face like mine," to misquote
and misuse T.S. Eliot.
It was not at all difficult for me
to adjust my behavoir accordingly.
It's much harder to act smooth
than it is to act like a geek. Besides
figuring that I would actually put
people at ease as losers tend to do,
I was curious as to what other
kinds of responses I would illicit.
Without much deliberation I decided on the ever popular Cave
party as an appropriate testing
ground. I got myself two beers at
the crowded bar for the "twofisted" look and darted my all-toowide eyes around the room. Spotting a cluster of guys engaged in
false revelry, I strutted over trying
to look like I was trying to look
cool — if you follow me — and addressed the general population.
"Dudes! What's this bash register on the bashometer?" I slurred
while raising one of my cups over
my head for emphasis. "Do you see
that babe over there? Boy, I'd sure
like to study with her, know what
I mean, nudge, nudge.." I gave
them a leer that would embarass
any sex offender.
Stares, cold stares. Not the kind
which betoken indifference, I mean
the kind which imply that my de-

parture is crucial to the survival of
my immediate family.
Without flinching I continued.
"But hey, where the heck are my
manners? Name's Winthrop and
I'm not ashamed to tell you that
my family's loaded. Most of it from
prohibition bootlegging, the rest
from extortion. Ha, ha, joking of
course!" I slapped my nearest listener on the back.
"Leave or bleed," someone said,
thoughtfully outlining my options.
I tried to look hurt. When it
didn't melt their'hearts, I slinked
away. After I had covered enough
distance, I turned around to discover them all doubled over in
laughter. Mission accomplished: I
had added a little amusement to
their evening. I started looking for
a freshwoman to charm the socks
off of; my aim being to flatter her
while simultaneously making a total idiot of myself. I didn't anticipate any problems.
When I zeroed in on a victim, I
approached her with my lounge lizard swagger and issued this greeting: "Hey!"
"Hey yourself," was the indignant response.
"Having a good time?"
"I was, until you came."
"Ha, ha, ha! That was a good
one," I chuckled. "I like girls with
senses of humor. Would you like to
come to my room and see my insect collection? I've got over
twenty different types of Lice and
a whole bunch of Silverfish I
caught myself."
"I'd rather take my own life,"
she answered simply.
"So, is this, I mean, like, a rejection?" I asked.
"You bet your sorry butt it is."
As I made my way for the exit,
I saw her sharing a belly laugh with
a friend. I felt like I'd spread more
joy in one night than I had in my
entire life.
Fatigue brought an early end to
my evening, but I felt like I had
accomplished much. These freshmen could sleep a little easier, I
felt, knowing that they would soon
overcome their reticence and insecurity, but a total loser is a loser
forever. It's some kind of eternal
verity, I think.
The next morning as I made my
way through the dining hall, I
passed the group of guys I had
talked to at the party.
They laughed. Very hard.

h
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EATURES
Effects of Child Abuse Still Apparent
Ideally then. I should go buck to
my childhood maybe even birth to
find a 'truly' significant event in
my life. But, of course. I don't remember my early childhood or
birth. The earliest memories I do
have of any clarity are of a stunning teenage girl who often 'babysat' me when 1 was seven and
eight. She used to tuck me into bed
and then join me.
Child abuse is a truly significant
event in one's life. It's perverse
shaping of personality is often
deep-seated ami long term. Personally, it has resulted in an abnormal abhorrence of sex and
otherwise unexplainable feelings of
anger and distrust of others.
Before continuing I should let
you, the reader, lie aware of the
fact that the study of child abuse
has only just begun. Experts on
child abuse admit that they know
little of the long term effects. And
what they do hesitantly claim to
know carries weak statistical support. Nevertheless, the sexual
abuse I experienced was a truly
significant incident in my life and
the following effects, among others, I strongly believe \^ere the result of the abuse.
An aversion to sex is an oft-mentioned and predictable result of
sexual child abuse. My 'reintroduction' to sex seems to verify this
claim. I literally ran away from my
first-real kiss. Not out, of fear, but

by John X
Special to the Tfipml
If it were possible to apologize
to every college 1 applied to, I
would. You see, I sent the wrong
essay among my applications. It's
not that the one I sent wasn't well
written. In fact, it was quite good
if 1 may be allowed this breach of
humility. But I didn't, give the colleges I was applying- to what they
wanted. The essay question in the
application asked me to write
about an event in my life that has
a significant meaning for me. The
event I wrote about has little if any
significance compared to an experience that until recently I have
been unable to talk about, let alone
write about.
The essay I did write concerned
an automobile accident involving
my parents which resulted in an
extensive hospital stay for my
mother. More specifically, it was
about how the incident brought
about a change in my extremely
introverted outlook on life —
please excuse the oxymoron.
What could dwarf such a significant change in one's personality?
First, an incident in the first person. And second, an incident that
shaped one's personality, not
merely changed it.
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ACROSS
1 Where one might
study Andy Warhol's
works (3 wds.)
12 Enrollment 1'nto
college
14 "Calculus Made Simple," e.g. (2 wds.
16 Evaluate
17 Extremely small
18 Follows a recipe
direction
19 Belonging to Mr.
Pacino
22 Of land measure
23 Meets a poker bet
24
Gay (WW I I
plane)
26 Capri, e.g.
27 Belonging to Mayor
Koch
28 I r r i t a t e or
embitter
30 Train for a boxing
match
31
and the
Belmonts
32 Processions
35 Diet supplement
(abbr
38 Scottish historian
and philosopher
39 College in Greenvtlle, Pa.
40 The Venerable

©Edward Julius

41 ' ...not with
19
but a whimper."
20
43 Return on invest21
ment abbr
44 Pondered
24
45 Belonging to Mr.
25
Starr
47 Part of the c l a s s i 28
fieds (2 wds.)
48 Possible place to
study abroad (2 wds 29
52 Small school in Canton, Ohio (2 wds.) 30
32
53 Orson Welles f i l m
classic (2 wds.
33

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Those who are duped
"Do unto
..."
Fourth estate
Goals
Well-known record
label
Well-known king
151 to Caesar
Prefix meaning milk
Confused (2 wds.)
— husky
Most immediate
Like a sailboat
Cash register key
(2 wds.)
En
(as a whole)
Auto racing son of
Richard Petty

34
35
36

37
38
40
42
44
46

47
49
50
51

Political disorder
— cit. (footnote
abbreviation)
'raveled on a
Flexible Flyer
Slorify
'rospero's servant
in "The Tempest"
Jell-known governtient agency
American league
:eam
abbr.)
:
i c t i o n a l hypnotist
Style exemplified
by Picasso
'She's
..."
I from "Flashdance")
Be unwell
Visible trace
Think ,
Woman's undergarment
:ommit
kiri
burner
'...for i f I
away..."
Actress Gibbs
African antelope
rfell-known TV bandleader
Pi nee
;eyeglass type)
1968 f i l m , "
Station Zebra"
1965 f i l m , " — iyan's Express"

out of nausea. Losing what virginity 1 had (for 1 never felt 1 had a
virginity to lose in the first place)
wns worse. Ironically, it wan alcohol that kept it it- from bfCutning
physically sick. Since then 1 have
largely gotten over this unnatural
feeling toward sex. Still, the memories that are inevitably associated
with sox make me shudder. And,
unfortunately, this brief twinge
usually occurs at inopportune moments.
The twinge is not at all disgust.
Part of it is a fear of being entrapped. What dues a feeling of
entrapment have to do with sexual
abuse, you might ask? A lot! For,
as exports on child abuse consistently point out, child abuse is
more an expression of power than
of lust. Child abuse fulfills the violator's need for power by taking
advantage of a peer relationship
over a more often than not silent
victim. In keeping with this desire
for power a child abuser usually
tries to control other aspects of the
victim's life. One father, for instance, would not let his three
daughters, all of whom he had
abused, receive telephone calls. Likewise my 'baby-sitter' tried to
control my activities as much as
she could. She was always following me around and telling me what
to do. More than anything she was
trying to restrict my social relationship to her alone. Fortunately

Trinity

Not

by Hugh Morgan
Tripod Cohimimt
Every year at this time, questions grow out of the long walk
like weeds: How was your summer? Where are you living? What
classes are you taking? Someone
plays the Grateful Dead from
Cook, and at, least three forms of
projectiles are being tossed,
thrown, or kicked on the quad. It
never changes. And as constant as
the freshly cut grass on the playing fields and the myriad of bright
plaids walking from dorm to dorm,
seniors complain that the freshman class is no different (if not
worse) than all its predecessors,
and the freshmen rejoice over the
long-awaited "freedom" that college promises. It never changes.
And then, after a month or two,
another phenomenon repeats itself. An issue is raised. It might be
homophobia, South Africa, racism
or relations with the Hartford
Community. It dominates the editorial pages of the Tripod and the
Observer for months, with small
groups of students begging to he
heard by an indifferent student
body. It's not that people don't
care, it's just that they have papers due by the end of the week or
exams to study for. There's just
not enough time in the day to get
involved in these issues. And usually around the time that the trees
come back to life in the Spring, the
issue slowly dies out, leaving just
enough residue to start up again
the following year.
And sometime during the year,
there is usually one blistering editorial in one of Trinity's publications that complains of the
"unrealness" of it all. Trinity, it
says, is a fantasyland, a best-of-allpossible-worlds. There are too
many beautiful people; everything
is made far too easy for the student body; the types of hardships
that accompany the "real world"
are missing in this fenced-in environment. And in more ways than
not, this editorial is right. We just
ignore it because we have seen it
every year. This too never
changes.
But there's a sense in which
Trinity is all too much like the "real
world." Trinity repeats itself. The

for me she was not a family member and, thus for the most part.
she was unsuccessful in her attempt to control me. And, fortunately for me, our family moved
within two years of the initial
abuse.
Nevertheless, a distrust of others, as the experts claim, has been
a result. 1 look suspiciously, even
hostilely, upon attempts by friends,
especially girlfriends, to get close
to me. But again, I'm getting over
this as the experts predict
"through more satisfying interpersonal relationships with others."
An abhorrence to sex and a distrust of others, though abated, will
always exist within me. A great
deal of pent-up anger will also always exist within me as a result of
the abuse. As one expert put it,
"Although they may appear outwardly passive and compliant,
most child sexual abuse victims are
inwardly seething with anger and
hostility."
As a child the anger was apparent. The other children avoided me
because I played too rough, including my own brother, despite my
frail frame. Further, I tried to
strangle a schoolmate when I was
twelve. In his book, the aforementioned expert talks of a previously
abused girl attempting the same at
the age of 13.
Now, as a young- adult, the anger

So

Different

most difficultf problem that every
student must confront in September is the same problem that
everyone must confront at the beginning of any new year: boredom.
How can I keep myself from getting bored? Dealing with the problem is itself monotonous. People
make pledges to change in certain
ways, to better themselves,
whether that be getting involved
with Community Outreach or by
quitting smoking. But these promises are usually forgotten by the
time the day-to-day grind returns.
Ways to cope with this boredom
at Trinity are not that much different than the way people cope with
it in the "real world:" you get
drunk, you get stoned, you immerse yourself in your work. Or
you just look at M-TV videos until
your eyes hurt. Then you go grab
a bite to eat at Saga.
Not only does repetition lead to
boredom — it feeds off of itself.
The two depend upon each other,
co-existing in a cycle that exists
everywhere in American society.
Repetition leads to boredom which
in turn leads back to repetition,
etc. And only with certain incidents are we rescued from the monotony; Kennedy's death, last
year's Hurricane Gloria, the day

is still apparent. So much so that
one of my friends frequently asks
me how I can be. such an asshole in
spite of being such a nice guy. Another friend introduces nu> by saying. "Don't, let the politeness fool
you." A better example of this
pent-up anger oecured while 1 was
waiting in line in a supermarket
recently. An elderly lady kept
prodding her shopping cart into
my backside as if I could make the
line move any quicker. Luckily she
got my hint when I delivered an
ice cold stare and a retaliatory
shove. If she hadn't, I probably
would have proceeded to unload
her food into all four corners of the
store.
Of course the above results and
others are in part due to other factors in addition to the sexual abuse.
But the personalities of my relatives and my upbringing, excluding- the abuse, simply;, cannot
explain the predictable pattern and
extent of these,,,results. Predictable, that is, to anyone who has
done at a least a minimum amount
of research on the subject of sexual child abuse.
To reiterate, I cannot help feeling I owe the numerous colleges I
applied to an apology. In writing
this I hope to, in some way, atone
for what was more an exercise in
clever writing than an honest endeavor to find out who I am and
why.

From

Reality

you graduate college. But not far
away, repetition and boredom
await, content only to withdraw for
a short time.
You'll probably be hearing this
one pretty soon as well in yet another article, not unlike this one:
Trinity is too slow to change. We
are not recruiting minorities fast
enough; we still have an enormous
homophobic problem; we're dragging our feet on the divestment
issue. But how much different is
that from what's going on all over
the country? After 121 years of
"freedom" for blacks, we still have
yet to eradicate racism in our society. It seems that in our world,
in our reality, a person may
change, sometimes evenovernigiit.
But a people, especially our people, are very slow to change. It will
take many repetitions of the same
cycle before we can look around us
and see that things really have
changed. Perhaps a lifetime of
cycles.
In the meantime, we must endure the monotonous, slow-changing life at Trinity, content with
only small victories in our day-today routine. And, after all, four
years of repetition pales compared
to what awaits us in something
called the "real world."

Community
Outreach Program
Dedicated to:
Broadening your educational
opportunities through social
service projects.
Challenging the Trinity College
community to care for others.
General Organizational Meeting
Thursday, 7 P.M., 2nd Floor Mather.
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Foreign Study List
Hit*,-' Hose Address

Period

Prograft* its Address

Naiie* Hoae Address

Aaore* Arnold V II 87
406 H a r m Road Box 1159
Madison* CT 06443

Fall

Drew in Brussels
Inst.Euro. Studies
30 Ave. F.D. Roosevelt
Brussels 1050, BELGIUM

Chanin, Thoaas D 88
211 E 70th Street
New York, u 10021

Year

Univ. of yisconsin/Thail.
Chiang Hai, Thailand
(not a M i ling address)

Angers* Stewart M 88
Seaside Avenue* Bayvieu
Saco. HE 04072

Fall

Coluabia in Paris
* Reid Hall
4* rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris* FRANCE

Chapaan, Avery S 88
22 Colonial Uay
Short Hills* NJ 07O78

Fall

Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London U2

Period

Prograa* Its Address

ENGLAND

Bennett* Jeanne E 88
77 Tower Hill Road
Mountain Lakes* NJ 07046

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Edinburgh
Edinburgh* Scotland
(not a Bailing address)

Clark* Tiaothy A 88
East Lake Road
Tuxedo Park* NY 10987

Fall

Univ. of Hich./Florence
*Villa CorsiSalviati
Via Antonio Graasci 460
50019 Florence, ITALY

Blua* Jay H 88
305 Cypress Street
Philadelphia* PA 19106

Fall

IES/Vienna
Palais Corbelli
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA

Clarke* Mary E 88
3911 Cloverhill Road
Baltiaore* HD 21218

Year

UCowi in Florence
Florence, Italy
(not a Bailing address)

Blua, Jennifer L 88
1150 5th Avenue
New York* NY 10128

Year

Sarah Lawrence/Oxford
Oxford, England
(not a Bailing address)

Coorsen* Kiaberly U 88
Year
28 Lovett Lane
North Chelasford* HA 01863

IES/Vienna
Palais Corbelli
Johannesgasse 7
A1010 Vienna, AUSTRIA

Boyle* Christopher F 87
17 Bennetts Bridge Rd
Sands Hook, CT 06482

Fall

EIL/Nepal

Craig* Elizabeth* B 88
3515 Idaho Avenue N.H,
Washington, DC 20016

Drew in London
*30 Cleveland Souare
Baysuatcr
London U2> ENGLAND

Breiner* Elizabeth M 88
310 Uoodstock Avenue
Stratford* CT 06497

Fall

Bruabaugh* Saauel P 88
12 Stombrook Road
Westport* CT 06880

Fall

Burgio, Regina 88
9 Beth Court
New Britain* CT 06053

Fall

Cahrn Elizabeth C 88
5501 Roland Avenue
Baltiaore* MD 21210

Fall

Calhoun* Julia L 88
215 tlinsor Lane
Haverfordr PA 19041

Fall

(not a Bailing address)
Beaver CCEA/Xing's
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London 5«2 3BP, ENGLAND

Fall

Daly, Catherine A 88
71 Ironwood Way c/o PGA
Pala Beach* FL 33410

Fall

Davoren* Holly A 88
108 Highland Street
Milford* MA 01757

Fall

Hesleyan in Paris
Reid Hall
4, rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris* FRANCE

Beaver CCEA/Oueen Mary
e/o Shield House
26, Egerton 6ardens
London SU2 3BP, ENGLAND

Deer* Susannah T 88
6629 Haraont Circle
Indianapolis* IN 46220

Year

Beaver CCEAAlniv, College
c/o Shield House
26* Egerton Gardens
London SV2 3BP* ENGLAND

Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London U2
ENGLAND

Derecho* Jocelyn P 88
1 Carnegie Court
Middletown, NJ 07748

Year

IES/Singarore
Nat'1.Univ.Singapore
Kent Ridge
Singapore 0511, CHINA

Beaver CCEA/The Cita Univ
c/o Shield House
24* Egerton Gardens
London SU2 3BP, ENGLAND

Diforio, Richard J III 88 Year
35 Canoe Hill
New Canaan/ CT 06840

IES/Durhaa
University of Durhaa
Old Shire Hall
Durhaa DH1 3HP, ENGLAND

Doggett* John B 87
8 Arlington Road
Uellesley* MA 02181

Fall

lES/London/Husanities
17 Blooasbury Sauare

Donovan* Michael G 87
157 Central Street
North Reading, HA 01864

Fall

Douglis* Eailn S 88
212 South Chester Road
Swarthaore, PA 19081

Fall

lAU/Avignon
iEtudes Francaises
5, rue Figuere
84000 Avignon, FRANCE

Durkin* Brian P 87
33 Longfellow Road
Worcester, MA 01602

Fail

Beaver CCEA/London Poly
c/o Shield House
26* Egertoi. Gardens
London SW2 3BP, ENGLAND

Eklundj Kathran P 88
190 Old Fara Road
Northbrook* IL 60062

Fall

Saracuse in Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132 Florence

SSEES/Univ. of London
London, England
(not a aailing address)

Calvin* Isobel A 88
4A4 Oriole Parkway Toronto* Ontario M5P2H8
CANADA*
Fall
Beaver CCEA/Exeter/Oxford
Oxford* England
(not a sailing address)
Cancic* Andres I 88
230 Ueuaka Brook Road
Bridgewaten CT 06752

Fall

Carlson* Laurie B 88
79 Annadea
Brockton* HA 02402

Fall

Ithaca in London
35 Harrington Garden
London SU7 4JV
EN6LAND

Carlson* Wendy L 88
49 High Ridge Road RD43
Dover* NJ 07801

Fall

Saracuse in Strasbourg
Univ. de Syracuse
7, rue Schiller
67000 Strasbourg* FRANCE

IES/London/Social Sci.
17 BlooasbuKf Souare
London UC1
ENGLAND

Carver, Rebecca L 88
17 Lanuood Avenue Toronto, Ontario IMV-1K3
CANADA*
Fall
Syracuse in Strasbourg
Univ. de Syracuse
7, rue Schiller
StiirJjourgi FRAKCE

Antioch in India
(not a Bailing address)

London WC1
ENGLAND
Beaver CCEA/London Pola
c/o Shield House
26, Egerton Gardens
London SM2 3BP, ENGLAND
™ •

V

Irl VA UK * ^#

(imf

VV

ITALY
Eldredge* Marianne 88
2163 Blackaore Ct.
San Diego* CA 92109

Fall

Syracuse in Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132

Florence, ITALY
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Foreign Study List
Naaei Hose Address

Period

ProSrsai Its Address

Naaei BOM Address

Frecaani Eric S 88
905 Westtovn Road
West Chester. PA 19380

Year

S t , Louis in Hadrid
Calls de la Vina 3
Hadrid 3

Linthorst-Hoaw. Johannes 88
861 Edseaont Park
Grosse Points. HI 48230

Fall

IES/Freiburs/EEC
t£rbj» r i nzenst r a s s e l n
78 Freiburs i s BriesSsu
Freiburs. SEST BERHANY

Luthij Christian R 88
P0 Box 1424 H a a i l t o n 5
BERMUDA,

Year

IB/FreibursYEEC
Erbj-rinzenstrasse 12
78 Freiburs i s Briesslsu
Freiburi* WEST GERMANY

Period

SPAIN
IAU/AviSnon
27 P l . d e l ' U n i v e r s i t e

ProSrsa. I t s Address

Freytasi Donald C 88
7955 Riverside Drive
Dublin. OH 43017

Fall

Furea. Hark F 88
3508 Haslet Place
Chevy Chase. HD 20815

Fall

leaver CCEA/L5E Pre-Law
c/o Shield House
26. Eaerton Gardens
London S«2 3BP* ENGLAND

Haloney. Sarah E 88
624 Brookvieu Drive
Chapel H i l l . NC 27514

Fall

Coluabis in Paris
tReid Hail
4» rue de Chevregse
75006 Paris* FRANCE

Gebhardt. Kristen L 88
337 HillBrook Lane
Fairfieldo CT 06430

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Queen riary
c/o Shield House
26* Eserton Gardens
London SW2 36P* ENGLAND

Hsnn* Laura J 8 8
Hek»3 Road
Greenwich* CT 06831

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Exeter/Oxford
Oxford* England
(not 3 sailing address)

GeorSe. Laura E 88
7 Revere Road
Sudbury. HA 01776

Year

lES/Hadrid
Ciudad Universitarie
Avenida Reyes Catolicos 4
28040 Hadridf/SPAIM

Msrai* Deborah J 88

Fall

Beaver CKA/IXSTEP

Godek* Lisa M 88
255 Horth Rd Unit 183
CheUsford. HA 01824

Fall

Wesieyan in Paris
Reid Hall
4. rue de Chevreuse
75006 Paris* FRANCE

Mariesson» Jane K 88
Riddley Manor Box 245
Stone Ridae, NY 12484

Year

lES/Hintes
7* rue de Cadeniers
44000 Mantes
FRANCE

Hasblettr Harion B 87
24 Harvest Hill Rd
West Siasbury. CT 06092

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Lancaster

Haroan* Anne H 88
2725 P Street N.H.
Uashinston. DC 20007

Fall

Lancaster* Ensland
(not a w i l i n g address)

Cleve.Inst.Art/Florenee
S.A.C.I.
Via dei Sinori* 40
Florence 50129* ITALY

E&lUBUlUr,
Beaver CC£A/ftbe>d««>
Scotland
(not a s a i l i n g address)

Martini Aaani A 88
140-10 Dekniif Place
Bronx* KY 10475

Fill

Syracuse in Strasbourg
Univi de Syracuse
7. roe Schiller
67000 Strasbourg FRANCE

UEA/EAS
EnSl.l A*eri Studies
University Plain. Norwich
Norfolk HR4 TTJi ENGLAND

HcGanm Charles J 87
21 Lon&eadou Drive
Keriden* CT 06450

Fall

B e r n r CC£A/IHSTEP
11 Palace Court
London V2

Haruood. L e s l i e H 88
67 Grandview Avenue
Pleasantville* NY 10570

Heine* Gwendolyn G 88
RFD *7 Spruceuood Drive

13625 Aix-en-Provence
FRANCE

HZkk

Fall

Gilford. MH 03246

11 Palace Court^

71 Hoaer Street
Feeding H i l l s . HA 01030

London U2
EK6LAND

mum

Heintz* Helen C 88
269 Booth Lane
4l3verford» PA 19041

Fall

Beaver CCEA/UTA/EAS
Ensll.t Awr. Studies
University Plain* Norwich
Norfolk NR4 7TJ* ENGLAND

Hello* J i l l A 88
21E Rollins Green Lant
F»ll River* HA 02720

Year

IES/Durhaa
University of Durhaa
Old S i i r ? fell
Durhua DH1 3HPt ENGLAND

Jelsnai Rebecca S 88
5818 Orion Road
Louisville* KY 40222

Fall

Syracuse in Strasbourg
*Univ de Syracuse
7. rue Schiller
67000 Strasbourg. FRANCE

Hichos* Alexandra D 88
330 Mountain Ko»e Road
Uoodside. CA 94062

Year

S t . H i l d i ' s Colleae/Oxford
Oxford* Ensland
(not a s a i l i n g address)

Fall

PRESHCO/Cordoba
Universt de Cordoba
Plz. del Cardenal Salszar
Cordoba* SPAIN

Honnes* Haria C 88
Old Colony Lane
Cro»«ellr CT 06416

Year

Jenkins* David S 87
127 Pine Tree Rd
Radnor. PA 19087

Aaer.Univ.in Buenos Aires
DeptiSoci y Econ.

Fall

Horin* Tiaothy H 88
1266 Ocean Ave hrK 13
Sea BriSht* NJ 07760

Fall

Kenny* Elizabeth F 88
7822 Chelsea Street
Baltimore. HD 21204

lESA-ondon/Social S c i t
17 Blooasbury Sauaire
London WC 1
ENGLAND

Horris. Peter L 88

Fall

IES/Nantes
7» rue de Cadeniers
44000 Nsntes
FRANCE

Miner* Reflina M 87
B6I7 BurdetU Rd
Bethesdt* HD 20817

Fall

IES/FreibuN
Erbfriruenstrasse 12

0 ' N e i l . Richard-J 87
21 Clark Road
Bedford. MA 01730

Fall

Beaver CCEA/lancaster
Lancaster. England
(not a &ailin3 address)

Q'Sullivan* Liai F 88
7 Nenilworth Circle
Ueileslen* HA 02181

Fall

IES/London/Social Sci.
17 Bloonsbury Sotwre
London tfCl

IES/London/Social S c i ,
17 Blooasbur* Souare
London UC1

Reconeui5ta 269* 1 0 0 3
Buenos A i r e s * ARGENTINA

ENGLAND
Kolourstr Alassa H 88
718 Harvard Avenue
Swarthaore* PA 19081

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
Aberdeen* Scotland
(not a w i l i r a address)

Kriebel* Jeffrey A 88
439 Stover Road
H s r l e s s v i l l e * PA 19438

Year

Dickinson in BoloSra
Bologna* Italy
(not 3 sailins address)

LeStasle* Gregory C 88
56 Raeburn Drive
Attleboro. KA 02703

Lindsren* Robert K 88
5315 Sunset Lane
Chevy Chase* HD 20815

Fall

lAU/Avianon
Etudes Frsncais*

6 Union Street
Harblehead* HA 01945

78 FreiburS i t Briesiau
Freiburii WEST GERHANT

5* rue Fi*iere
84000 AviSnon, FRANCE
Fall

Beaver CC£A/Kin3's
c/o Shield House
26* Eterton Gardens
London SU2 3BP* ENGLAND

EWSLMfD
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Foreign Study List
Nate* Hose Address
Ollarif Jteria T 88
166 Southuick Street
Feedind Hills* HA 01030

Period

Prosfraa* Its Address

Naae* Hose Address

Fall

Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London U2
ENGLAND

Stewart* Laura U 88
130 Raahorne Road
New Canaan* CT 06840

Fall

IAuVAviSnon
Etudes Francaise
5* rue Fiauere
84000 AviSnom FRANCE

Sacred Heart Uoaen's Univ

Taylor* Ruth E 88
4675 Aukai Avenue
Honolulu* HI 96816

Fall

Saracuse in Florence
tPiazzs Savonarolal5
1-50132
Florence* ITALY

Year
Park* Kristina J 88
612-32 Banpo-donS Katrfna»-ku» Seoul
KOREA*
Pedewnti* Maria L 88
354 Hand Dos Lane
Kethersfieldi CT 06209

Fall

Beaver CCEA/rkaanities
c/o Shield House
26i Eserton Gardens
London SU2 3BP. ENGLAND

Tracey* Tara A 88
144 Rockview Avenue
North Plsinfield* NJ 07060

Fall

IES/London/Hu»anities
17 Blooasburv Souare
London UC1
ENGLAND

Petricoff* Andrew L 88
41S Chisbola Trail
Cincinnati i OH -45215

Fall

Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London V2
ENGLAND

Vanthof* David E*B8
3160 Hall Street S.E.
Grand Rapids* MI 49506

Fall

IES/Vienna
Palais Corbelli
Jofwnnesaasse 7
A1010 Vienna* AUSTRIA

Robbinsi Uillias C 88
286 Scenic Ave
Piedftontt CA 74611

Fall

Syracuse in Florence
Piazza Savonarola 15
1-50132
Florence? ITALY

Vialuccit Maria C 88
Fall
6-G Las Caraelitas San Jorse St,
Santurce* PR 00909

Robinson* Al»cc H 88
12 Baldwin Drive
Uaterford' CT 06385

Fall

Beaver CCEA/London/Iniern
c/o Shield House
26> ESerton Gardens
London SU2 3BP. ENGLAND

voltur* Chever X 88
Year
Sarah Laurence/Oxford
c/o Aaericare Health Corp,2600 V St. Oxford* England
Sacraaento* CA 95818
(not a aailins address)

Rorickf Hichesl J 88
5 Three Seasons Court
Norualk* CT 068S1

Fall

Syracuse in Strasbourg
<0niv de Syracuse
7* rue Schiller
67000 Strasbourg? FRANCE

Vozzella* Laura L 88
12 Hunters Pith
yethersfield. CT 06109

Fall

Beaver CCEA/UEA/EAS
Emtht Awr> Studies
University Plain* Noruich
Norfolk NR4 7TJ» ENGLAND

Sasuelsi Jennifer E 88
1 Hishfield Circle
Hendhas. NJ 07945

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Queen Kara
c/o Shield House
261 Berton Gardens
London S«2 3BP» ENGLAND

y ax t e n Dixon G 88
5 Harvest Road
Baltinore* HD 21210

Fall

Beaver CCEA/London Pola
c/o Shield House
26 Eserton Gardens
London 5U2 3BP* ENGLAND

Sanker* Daniel A 88
136 Bimlhaa Avenue
Rutsom NJ 07760

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Queen Karv
c/o Shield House
26i Esferton Gardens
London Su2 3BP* ENGLAND

yinterer* Rebecca A 88
45 verbslee Lane
Hillsborouah* CA 94010

Year

SOAS/Univ, of London
Halet Street
London MC1E 7HP
EN6UND

Selverstone> A w L 88
31 Bonnie Brook Road
Westporti CT 06880

Fall

Beaver CCEA/INSTEP
11 Palace Court
London U2
EH6LAND

Silverasnt Ronald J 88
10 Cliffsount Drive
Blooifield* CT 06002

Fall

HcGill Uriiversits
Quebec* P.O.* Canada
(not a tailing address)

Saithi Annika K 88
70 Uelles Lane
Nev Canaan; CT 06840

Year

Syracuse in Strasbourg
tUniv de Syracuse
It rue Schiller
67000 Strasbourg FRANCE

Sneed* Kirsten I 88
55 Deepdale Drive
Hiddletoun* NJ 07748

Year

Beaver CCEA/The City Univ
c/o Shield House
26r Ederton Gardens
London SU2 3BP* ENGLAND

Snow* Lucian A 88
P.O. Box 270
Litchfield* CT 06759

Year

IES/NaSova
Clr#Japanese Studies
18 Yaiazalo-cho* Showa-Ku
Naaaas 466* JAPAN

Spahr* Virginia R 88
136 6rubb Road
Halvern* PA 19355

Fall

Beaver CCEA/Aberdeen
Aberdeettf Scotland
(not a asilins address)

Staaper. Stara A 88
1245 Vest 61st Terrace
Kansas Cits* MO 64113

Fall

Beaver CCEA/UEA/EAS
fail.! Aaer. Studies
University Plain* Norwich
Norfolk NR4 7TJ* ENGLAND

Stehle* C. C Jr, 88
530 Sprird Lane

Year

Heidelberjf Col/Heidelbert
IHawstrasse 133
6900 Keidelbera
WEST 6ERHAHY

PA 19118

4.-

(not a aailind address)

r

IES/Nantes
7* rue de Cadeniers
44000 Nantes
FRANCE

SGA
Elections
Contact Student Activities
Office to pick-up petitions.
Petitions due Thursday,
Sept. 11th.
MONDAY

Sept. 15th
BASEMENT OF MATHER
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ORE SPORTS
Inspiration From Bias: The Toledo Celtics
by Gabe Harris
Sport* Editor
Remember the feeling you got
when the Olympic hockey team
beat the Soviets? Or when Doug
Flutie threw that miracle pass to
Gerard Phelan? Or when Carlton
Fisk actually willed that home run
to stay fair against the Reds? You
know the feeling.
I used to get that feeling alot.
Every time I saw Len Bias play
basketball. Not just because he was
the greatest athlete ever to play
for my favorite team. But because
he had that heroic aura about him,
that unique ability to rise above his
competition and take control when
it mattered most. I'll always remember the way he single-handedly beat the tar out of North
Carolina in Chapel Hill. .'•••'-'''
But I am not here to praise Bias,
but to bury him. Not that I want
to forget, but I think no memory
of him is better than the pathetic
one which now lingers. Crack.
Grand jury. Indictments. Scandal.

Literally overnight. Bias was
transformed from The Great
American Athletic Success Story
to a painfully obvious symbol of all
that is wrong with college sports
today.
Bias used cocaine. Maybe once,
maybe more. Enough times to kill
him. He missed a lot more classes
than he went to his last semester.
No sin, but I mean the guy didn't
even have a major. General Studies.
Sorting through this I came to
realize a couple of things. Len Bias
was not at the University of Maryland to get a degree, but to prepare himself for professional
basketball. And the reason I was
so enthralled with him was because of the way he played basketball, not his GPA.
Which leads me to a modest proposal, one so ridiculously simple
and sensible that it could never be
implemented. Separate athletics
and education. Just like church and
state. Let the athletic department
ledgers be damned.
I'm not talking about banning.

football at Trinity, or anywhere
else where where they raise money
to play sports. I'm talking about
the big time, where they play
sports to raise money. Where alumni stuff Grover Clevelands into
sweatsocks. Where pumping steroids into a 19-year-old is part of
the program.
An athlete who wants to play
professional sports should be able
to pursue his career in the open,
without maintaining the facade of
academia. The percentage of pro
football and basketball players
with college degrees is miniseuW,

Football Fills Gaps
'88, who started four games in '85,
Dave Hutchinson '88, Kevin Walsh
'88, and Maccagnan. Senior Todd
'87 will lead a defensive backfield
Nizolek is trying to fend off Dan
which boasts plenty of muchProchniak '89 and Bill Broks '89
needed experience. Safeties Smith
for the left end spot, while Cataldo
and Mike DeLucia and cornerand Polinsky are on the right side.
backs Greg Richo and Mike Dolan,
Nizolek will also do the punting,
seniors all, combined for nine inas he has for the last three years.
terceptions and 222 tackles last
Last year he averaged 36.3 yards
year. They will be backed up by per punt. Junior kicker Marcus MiTom Broderick '88, Scott Semangnone was a pleasant surprise last
chik '88, Jim Siebert '88, and Eric
year, booting 3 of 4 field goals and
Grant '89.
18 of 20 PAT's. He is being challenged by California freshman Tim
Jensen. The return game will sufAt linebacker, seniors John
fer with the loss of Doetsch, but
Montgomery (116 tackles) and Jeff
with a pool of talent like CalcaUsewick (97 sticks) will again hold
terra, Dolan, Fronzaglia, and
down the middle. They will be supShannon, a talented return man
ported by juniors Joe Cataldo and
should be found.
Mark Polinsky, who are also vying
Obviously, the lines are the area
for defensive end spots.
While the back six are set, it is of greatest concern for Miller and
the Bantams, but he is hoping that
the front five of defensive coordithey will be up to the task.
nator Jim Foster's 5-2-4 set which
"We don't have the big play guys
has him most concerned. Standwe've had in past years," said
outs Mark Murray and Fran FuMiller. "We'll have to be more solid
naro were lost to graduation. A
on the lines, and run the ball bechronic back condition forced junter."
ior Tony DiNicola to stop playing.
Of his 100th win, which Miller
And with tackle Andre John in
will accumulate upon his next viclimbo while he waits for a custom
tory, he says, "I'll just be happy to
made knee brace to arrive, senior
get it over with. I've got to many
Bill Cunningham is the only one of
other things on my mind right now
last years opening day starters
to be worried about that."
who is ready to go, and he is being
Last season ended on a down
pushed hard by freshman standout
Mike Maccagnan. John, who re- note when the Bantams finished 53 after getting off to a 4-0 start. If
corded 34 tackles in just over three
the returning backfield personnel
games last year, severely damaged
holds the squad together until the
his knee against Tufts. He has been
lines can get settled, the team
working out hard and at last count
could very well improve on last
was bench-pressing nearly a
year's mark. They will have one
quarter of a ton, but that's not getlast tuneup this Saturday when
ting the brace here any faster. If
they travel to Vermont Academy
John can't play, the two tackles
for a scrimmage with Middlebury.
will be chosen from Scott Butera

so why not just set up organized
minor leagues for these sports like
those in baseball and hockey? College athletics would still continue,
but those participating would be
doing so as a supplement to their
education. The dog would again be
wagging the tail. If the potential
athlete failed professionally, college would still be there, and he
could pursue a degree without the
distracion and pressure inherent in
the present system.
There is no question that bigtime, profit oriented colleges exploit many of their athletes, giving

them shallow, often meaningless
education in exchange for their
services on the field. Let these athletes in on a share of the revenue
pie their talents create, instead of
pumping everything back into the
system which has used them.
If there were a pool of minor
league talent which the NBA could
draw from, Len Bias never would
have been in that dorm suite the
night he died. I'm not saying this
program would have saved his life.
But I am saying that he would have
been able to play pro basketball,
which is all he ever wanted to do
in the first place.

I \

continued from page 16

ALL WOMEN INTERESTED
IN VARSITY BASKETBALL
THIS SEASON
MEETING
"7:3O..PJM.

.

In the conference room, Ferris Athletic Center,
If not able to attend, contact Sara, Box 263

•,i1&\*.'~, '

photo by Melissa Hallman

The field hockey team will begin the defense of (heir NIAC title (his Saturday at Bowdoin.

Tennis Looks to Repeat Past Success
by Gabe Harris
Sports Editor
It's never easy to replace a star,
but that's exactly the task Wendy
Bartlett's tennis team is faced with
this fall. Claire Slaughter, nationally ranked and firmly entrenched
as Trinity's number one seed in
her four years here, graduated last
spring, and without her the squad
has taken on a decidedly less lopsided look.
"We were 9-2 last year," said
captain Chris Sanden, "but we had
a lot of 5-4 matches, and without
Claire's two points we lose those
matches." Sanden is faced with the
unenviable task of assuming
Slaughter's perch at the top of the

ladder.
In today's opening match at the
University of Hartford, the singles
ladder will read Sanden, senior
Robin Wentz, and juniors Margaret Driscoll, Beth Cottone, and
Sue Till. Senior Patti Neumann,
who has been sick and unable to
practice until this week, should be
ready to fill in as well.
The team was further set back
when veterans Priscilla Payne and
Lauren Lovett opted not to play
this year, but a crop of talented
freshmen could help to remedy the
problem. Joanne Ducey, Christine
Laraway, Ann Luke, Katherine
Macaulay, and Francesea Oliviery
have looked especially promising.
"All the people who are back
from last year are in shape and

W Soccer Gears Up
for Tough Schedule
year will likely be junior Lisa Lake
at center fullback and second year
goalie Kim Cary. Betsy Karetnick
will also be a major contributor in
her starting role at midfield this
season.
With the help of some fresh faces
The captains of this year's squad
on the front line, the Trinity womare seniors Ceronne Berkeley and
en's soccer team should make some
Betsy McKay, and their leadership
marked improvement this year.
will be needed in what Erlandson
Seniors Katie Topper and Sarah
calls "a very tough schedule."
Couch are both returning from
study abroad to bolster the ofIn summing up an outlook for
fense, and coach Karen Erlandson
the season, Erlandson points out
adds that "freshmen Katliy Bnnis
"we will have a much more excitand Laura Weaver will make an
ing offense, and our defense will
immediate impact as well'
cut down the number of shots our
The team opens its 1986 season
opponents take." The Lady Bants
Saturday at Bowdoin, a team
open their season this Saturday at
which Erlandson describes as
Bowdoin, and will play their first
"number two in the league (NIAC)
home game on Saturday, Septemand one of our tougher oppober 20th against a strong Amherst
nents."
team.
by Brian Rowe
Staff Writer •

playing really well," said Sanden,
"and they're really into the team.
We've only been practicing for a
week, and we're still playing challenge matches, but I think we're
more of a team than in the past."
Without Slaughter, they are
going to have to be.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Curtis
NamedSID
Tim Curtis, who graduated from
Trinity last spring, has been named
as the new Sports Information Director.
Curtis, who majored in economics, was a key member of the Bantams basketball team, which has
won the New England Small College Athletic Conference championships in each of the past three
years. During Curtis' four years at
Trinity, the Bantams compiled an
87-15 record.
Before assuming this position, he
held internship positions in public
relations/advertising with Emery
& Associates, Inc. of West Hartford; and in film editing/production with WTIC- Channel 61 of
Hartford.
Curtis will serve two years at
the post while simultaneously taking graduate classes and working
towards his masters degree, which
is part of the program.
He succeeds Dave Nagle '83,
who completed his duties over the
summer and now lives and works
in the Hartford area.
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PORTS
Football '86: Where's the Beef?
by Gabe Harris
Sports Editor
For someone who has 15 of 22
starters returning, Trinity football
coach Don Miller has quite a bit to
be concerned about. Despite an
abundance of returning veterans
at the skill positions, Miller (99-503) must confront the possibility of
starting as many as 8 new faces in
the 10 interior line slots, as graduation and injury have decimated
the line corps.
However Miller has seen it all
before in his 20 years on the hill,
and is confident that his young
players will be able to fill in.
"We're going to use the tight end
as much as possible," said Miller,
"and I think the running game is
going to be better this year."
Strong words from a man who has
lived and died by the pass throughout his career, but with the loss of
speedster Mike Doetsch, the
ground game probably will be used
extensively.
Not that the Bantams are left
with their cupboards bare, because
the rest of the team returns totally
intact. Leading the way will be cocaptain quarterback Dan Tighe '87.
The 6-foot, 180-pounder from
Lowell, MA took over the reins last
year and completed 149 of 278
passes for 1,781 yards and 17

Dan Tighc will once again direct the Bantam's complex offense.
touchdowns in Miller's run-andshoot offense, and was named honorable mention all-American. This
year Miller will stay away from the
wide open scheme, using a one
wide out set instead of the two
used last year.
That man will be Don Fronzaglia
'88, who led the team last year

with 36 receptions totaling 425
yards, with one TD. He also set a
Trinity record with 15 catches in
last year's Coast Guard game. His
backup will be sophomore Kevin
Broderick, who has impressed
Miller in early practices. Another
flanker to watch will be freshman
Terry McNamara, whose older

photo by Mark Bridges

brothers Pat and Tim hold most of
the Trinity receiving records.
Tighe's big target over the middle
will be tight end Rod Boggs '87 (11
rec, 93 yards, 1 TD)., with Bob
Ugolik '88 filling in and playing in
short-yardage situations.
The backfield'will contain three
experienced and versatile per-

formers, and an equally talented
backup. Wally Wrobel '88 who led
the team with 310 rushing yards
last year, will again hold down the
fullback slot. Rich Nagy '87, who
caught 22 balls for 256 yards and
5 touchdowns, will play right halfback, whil junior John Calcaterra
(340 combined yards) will man the
left halfback position. Speedy senior Ted Shannon will back up all
three, and his 15.5 yards per reception leads all returners. Wrobel
will line up behind Tighe, with the
two halfbacks lined up outside the
tackles. But expect to see plenty
of shifting and motion, and more
than a little bit of passing.
Up front, the only returner is the
5-11, 200 pound John Morrissey
'88, who has started at right tackle
since arriving two years ago. A
foot injury has slowed Morrissey,
but he expects to be ready for the
opener a week from Saturday. The
left tackle will be big Dave Caputo
(6-2, 230). That leaves three spots
up for grabs in the middle. Right
now sophomore Scott Mitchell (60, 230) looks good at center, while
senior Bryant Zanko, juniors John
Haviland and Sean McIIugh, and
sophomore Beau Damon will duke
it out for the guard spots.
On defense, its either feast or
famine. Co-captain Kevin Smith
continued on page 15

M Soccer Scores With New Attitude
by Gabe Harris
Sports Editor

At 7 A.M. on any morning last
week, several dozen young men
could be seen trying to run two
miles around Jessee field in 12
minutes. No, they weren't escapees from the Hartford Mental Hospital, they were the Trinity men's
soccer team getting in shape for
the upcoming season. The workouts are just a part of coach Robie Shults's push for a new, more
positive attitude about Trinity soccer.
"We'll be introducing a new style
of play this year," said Shults.
"We're going to be more aggressive on offense, sending more men
into the box and attacking the
goal." If the Bantams hope to improve on last year's 4-8 record,
they will have to produce more
than the 16 goals mustered last
year. Only twice did the team score
more than two goals in a game,
and the problem so irked Shults
that he went out and hired an assistant coach to help beef up the
offense. Keith Botvinik, who
played at Southern Connecticut

and overseas, will lend his expertise, as Shults tries to implement
his new philosophy.
This year's setup will feature
four defensemen, three midfielders, and three forwards, as opposed to 1985's defense oriented
two-man front. With 13 lettermen
returning, and 9 or 10 of those
slated to start, the squad will be
more experienced than in year's
past.
Leading the veterans will be senior forward and tri-captain Chris
Hyland, who accounted for 6.3 percent of Trinity's goals last year.
Joining Hyland up front will be
junior Durk Barnhill and sophomore Matt Gandal, although Shults
says that soph Scott Isaac has been
a "pleasant surprise" in camp and
will push for action.
At midfield, Brett Wolman('88),
George Manthous('88), and John
Ralston ('89) are the incumbants,
although Shults is hoping to get
help from a trio of freshman; Nick
Formisano, Mike Murphy, and Dan
Weisbach, as well as senior Bernie
Lee.
Even though Shults is adopting
a more goal-minded game plan, he
still maintains that defense is his
top priority."If you can't stop 'em,
you can't beat 'em, and we've got

to stop 'em better than we did last
year." Although the defense gave
up just two goals a game last year,
they will have to hold the team
together until the front men become comfortable with the new offensive scheme. Spearheading the
defenders will be tri-captain Peter
Voudouris, a senior. The other top
candidates for action will be seniors Jim Crews and Dave Boone,
a converted midfielder, as well as
sophomore Steve Ryan and Mike
Daly, a transfer from Davidson
College.
In goal for the fourth straight
year will be the third captain. Bill
Eastburn. Backing him up will be
sophomores Carl Fier and E.G.
Woods.
Trinity will have a tough opener,
travelling to New London this Friday night to play the Coast Guard
Academy. They prepared for that
game by playing Westfield State
last Sunday Night. After Coast
Guard Trinity plays two relatively
easy home games, and a fast start
could mean the winning season
that has escaped the Bantams
throughout the decade. With
plenty of old hands and a new attitude, this could very well be the
year.

photo by Mark Bridges

Men's soccer is looking to score more goals this season.

Shield Ends Quest for Pro Career
Joe Shield, the man who holds
practically every Trinity passing
record there is, has announced that
his pursuit of a professional football career has come to an end.
"I came up here to get my resume in order after the (New England) Patriots waived me (last)
Monday," Shield said from his
family's summer home in New
Hampshire. "I want to figure out
what I want to do. You won't find
me on the football field any more,
though. It's time to move on."
Shield capped off a brilliant collegiate career by being named to
the all-New England team, which
includes division I and II players,
in 1984. He was then drafted in
the 11th round by the Green Bay
Packers. He performed well

enough in training camp to make
the club's final 45-man roster, but
was released three games into the
regular season. He then played for
the Toronto Argonauts of the Canadian Football League. After a
winter of workouts, he signed on
as a free agent with the Patriots.
He injured his knee in the club's
next to last preseason game, and
was then waived off of the injured
reserve list.
"I said before that I would give
the NFL two good shots," Shield
said. "The Patriots waived me off
their injured reserve list because
they have about 20 guys on it, and
they have to pay those guys. That's
a lot of money and the Patriots are
a business. I have no regrets. Because later, if I hadn't tried, I

would have always wondered if I
could have made it."
Shield's philosophical nature
about his short-lived career is not
surprising. He always commanded
the respect of his teammates and
friends by maintaining a steady
demeanor, leading by example.
Now the English major is pondering his future.
He says he plans to talk to Trinity coach Don Miller about a possible coaching job, and is also
considering options in the business
world.
"I've had fun," Shield said. "I
have no regrets, I'm not down at
all. I'm ready to try something
else."
Whatever he tries Shield will be,
as always, a success.
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